Hilti TE 1000-AVR
breaker

Breakers
Ordering designation

Item no.

TE 1000-AVR breaker

248734

Equipped with 4-meter supply cord, AVR active vibration reduction, Hilti grease, dust shield,
cleaning cloth, operating instructions. Packed in a durable impact-resistant plastic Hilti toolbox.

TE-SP polygon chisels

AVR active vibration
reduction

SR motor
The electronically controlled SR motor
has no rotor windings, no commutator
and no carbon brushes. Its advantages
are obvious: no need to replace
brushes, longer service intervals and
much longer lifetime. It also provides
constantly high performance even if
the supply voltage drops, e.g. when a
long extension cord is used.

Internal parts including the hammering
mechanism and motor are completely
isolated from the outer casing and grips
by a system of AVR springs and pivots.
This results in best-in-class vibration
values and thus top productivity.

Performance data
Rated power (W)

TE 1000-AVR
1600

TE 805
1350

Hammering speed under load (blows/min.)

1950

2000

Single impact energy, full power (J)

22

17

Single impact energy, reduced power (J)

16

–

Triaxial vibration, chiseling (m/s )

6.5

15

Dimensions, L W H (mm)

700 138 230

600 120 230

Weight of the tool as per EPTA 01/2003 (kg)

11.8

10.3

2

Right of technical changes reserved.

Best-in-class performance and
exceptionally low vibration make
the TE 1000-AVR a pleasure to use
at floor level.

Productivity plus

High-performance breakers
with AVR for powerful,
comfortable demolition

Rugged cordless reciprocating
saws for cutting materials
of virtually all kinds

Powerful combihammers
for tough drilling and
chiseling jobs

Extremely compact laser
range meters for quick
and reliable distance
measurement

Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.
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Polygon pointed chisels, overall lengths 360, 500 and 700 mm
Polygon flat chisels, overall lengths 360, 500 and 700 mm, cutting edge width 32 mm
Polygon wide flat chisels, overall lengths 360 and 500 mm, cutting edge widths 50, 80 and 120 mm

